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Knowledge-level claims
In contrast with previous hypotheses, compact plaques form before
significant deposition of diffuse A beta …

The WFS1 protein is a glycoprotein located in the endoplasmic
reticulum (ER) membrane but its function is poorly understood.

Ex vivo gene therapy is emerging as a promising approach for the
treatment of neurodegenerative diseases and central nervous

system (CNS) trauma.
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contrasting ideas concerning diffuse A beta

open questions concerning diffuse A beta

emerging tendencies concerning diffuse A beta

major advances concerning diffuse A beta

Spinal muscular atrophy (SMA), caused by the deletion of the SMN1 gene, is the leading genetic
Knowledge-level
claims
cause of infant mortality. SMN protein is present at high levels in both axons and growth cones,

and loss of its function disrupts axonal extension and pathfinding. SMN is known to associate with
the RNA-binding protein hnRNP-R, and together they are responsible for the transport and/or local

open question

translation of β-actin mRNA in the growth cones of motor neurons. However,

the full

complement of SMN-interacting proteins in neurons remains unknown. Here
we used mass spectrometry to identify HuD as a novel neuronal SMN-interacting partner. HuD is a
neuron-specific RNA-binding protein that interacts with mRNAs, including candidate plasticityrelated gene 15 (cpg15). We show that SMN and HuD form a complex in spinal motor axons, and
that both interact with cpg15 mRNA in neurons. CPG15 is highly expressed in the developing

ventral spinal cord and can promote motor axon branching and neuromuscular synapse formation,
suggesting a crucial role in the development of motor axons and neuromuscular junctions. Cpg15
mRNA previously has been shown to localize into axonal processes . Here we show that SMN
deficiency reduces cpg15 mRNA levels in neurons, and, more importantly, cpg15 overexpression
partially rescues the SMN-deficiency phenotype in zebrafish. Our

results provide insight

advance

into the function of SMN protein in axons and also identify potential targets for the
study of mechanisms that lead to the SMA pathology and related neuromuscular diseases.

Categories
open question
contrasting ideas
tendency
novelty
significance
surprise
background knowledge
summarizing

Xerox Incremental Parser
CONTRASTING IDEAS
… unorthodox view resolves … paradoxes …
In contrast with previous hypotheses ...
... inconsistent with past findings
OPEN QUESTION

… little is known …

… role … has been elusive
Current data is insufficient …

Applications
Use-case types:
Text-mining
– Information retrieval
– Support for peer-reviewing
– Support for human annotation
– Visualisation of research literature
–

Domains:
Bio-medicine
– Educational science
–

Genres:
Research articles
– Project reports
–

Detecting "paradigm shifts"

CONTRASTING IDEAS SUMMARY

BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE

OPEN QUESTION

Claimed Knowledge Updates*

►SMN deficiency reduces cpg15 mRNA
levels in neurons.

►cpg15 overexpression partially rescues the
SMN-deficiency phenotype in zebrafish

*Common

work with Anita de Waard

Social sciences: search engine + peer-reviewing
highlighting knowledge-level claims
English
French
German
Swedish

enhancing
document
search

reading support
for quality
judgment

Human and machine annotation
template

report

RESULTS
XIP-annotated report

Human and machine annotation

Annotation of an analyst

XIP

Collaborative Writing Editor
Student / Educator / Researcher
Extract from the PhD plan of Duygu Simsek

XIP dashboard: visual analytics of
concepts as they appear in knowledgelevel claims

Wrap-up
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SCIENTIFIC FACTS
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open questions
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tendencies
major advances
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entities, relationships, correlations,
events etc.
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A lot of plans
• detection of Claimed Knowledge Updates
• user interfaces for complementing human annotation
• rhetorical content + scientific facts
• educational applications
• web-service in Open Xerox: http://open.xerox.com/
• … open to any suggestion!
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